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iiyama T1531SR-B1S POS monitor 38.1 cm (15") 1024 x 768 pixels
XGA Touchscreen

Brand : iiyama Product code: T1531SR-B1S

Product name : T1531SR-B1S

- Touch technology - Resistive
- VA
- IP54
- Speakers
- VESA
Touchscreen, 15”, VA, 1024 x 768 px, 350 cd/m², serial resistive, VGA/HDMI/DisplayPort, 351 x 306.5 x
200 mm

iiyama T1531SR-B1S POS monitor 38.1 cm (15") 1024 x 768 pixels XGA Touchscreen:

The ProLite T1531SR-B1S is based on 5 wire resistive touch technology. The price / performance ratio is
ideal for the budget conscious user while quality and performance are certainly not compromised. The
display inputs include both analogue and digital (HDMI and DisplayPort) with touchscreen connectivity
via USB offering great flexibility. A solid and steady base supports the touchscreen with an adjustable
stand offering full 90-degree angles. The ProLite T1531SR-B1S can be used in a variety of environments,
especially recommended for shops, restaurants and industrial purposes.
iiyama T1531SR-B1S. Display diagonal: 38.1 cm (15"), Display resolution: 1024 x 768 pixels, HD type:
XGA. Product colour: Black

Display

Display diagonal * 38.1 cm (15")
Display resolution * 1024 x 768 pixels
HD type * XGA
Touchscreen *
Pixel pitch 0.297 x 0.297 mm
Contrast ratio (typical) 2500:1

Display

Response time 18 ms
Viewing angle, horizontal 176°
Viewing angle, vertical 176°
Native aspect ratio 4:3
Panel type VA

Features

Product colour * Black
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